Ollie Rig Manual

Welcome
Are you ready to animate Ollie but don’t know where to
begin? If so, you have come to the right place! Ollie’s rig is a
biped setup with: a ribbon FK/IK torso, stretchy IK arms and
legs, IK feet attributes, a head space switch, ribbon lips,
texture-based eye controls, and FK/Dynamic ears. While
building this rig, I tried my best to make it as animatorfriendly as possible. However, some parts require
additional explanation.
By reading this manual, you will gain a greater
understanding of how to use Ollie’s rig. This will
aid you in creating the best character
performance. With that being said, let’s go
ahead and get started!

How To Set Up Ollie Rig File
1.) Download entire “Ollie Rig” folder from Google Drive
2.) Unzip the folder
3.) Open Maya and set the “Ollie Rig” folder as your project

How To Install OLLIE Custom Maya Shelf
1.) Go to the “scripts” folder in the “Ollie Rig” folder and select and cut (CTRL+X) shelf_OLLIE.mel
2.) Go to: (C:) > Users > [Username] > Documents > Maya > [Version] > prefs > shelves
3.) Paste (CTRL+Z) shelf_OLLIE.mel in the “shelves” folder and (re)open Maya
Ollie’s custom Maya shelf allows you to toggle between his polygon mesh view (Poly, same as
pressing “1”) and smooth mesh preview (Smooth, same as pressing “3”). Because Monster of the
Dark will be rendered with Arnold, Ollie’s smooth mesh preview is exactly how he will look
rendered. Ollie’s shelf also allows you toggle his stitches on and off with the touch of a button.
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Polygon Mesh View

Smooth Mesh Preview

Stitches Off (w/ Poly Mesh)

(Tip: Hiding Ollie’s stitches will lighten the load in the viewport while animating.)

Animating Ollie’s Eyes
Ollie’s eye patches, as a result of being ‘stitched’ onto his
head, are deform wrapped to his body. However, you
still have immense control over the position and shape of
Ollie’s pupils. They are actually just individual textures for
the eye patch geometry. To move each pupil, grab each eye
control (Ollie_L_Eye_Ctrl, Ollie_R_Eye_Ctrl) and translate.
This offsets the UVs of each eye texture, giving you the
ability to move the pupils anywhere on his eye patch.
There are 4 pupil shapes you can use for Ollie’s eyes: Open,
Closed, Hearts, and Scared. To change the pupil shape,
select the eye shape control above the individual eye
controls (Ollie_Eye_Shape_Ctrl) and change the Pupil
Shape attribute.
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You can also change the shape of Ollie’s eye patches using the eye shape control
(Ollie_Eye_Shape_Ctrl) . Simply drag the Eye Tilt attribute back and forth. Negative values tilt the
eye patches’ top inside edges downward, ideal for angry expressions. Positive values tilt their top
outside edges downward, ideal for sad expressions.

Animating Ollie’s Ears
Ollie’s ears have an FK/Dynamic blend setup, similar to an IK/FK
blend. You can choose to animate the ears in a variety of ways.
By default, each ear completely follows the dynamic setup
(using nHair follicles and an IK spline) as each FK/
Dynamic ear control (Ollie_L_Ear_FK_Dynamic_Ctrl,
Ollie_R_Ear_FK_Dynamic_Ctrl) has an FK Blend value of
0. This method allows you to keyframe on top of the
dynamic simulation with each of Ollie’s individual ear
controls (Ollie_L_Ear_#_Ctrl, Ollie_R_Ear_#_Ctrl). However,
keyframing with each FK Blend set at 0 is only meant for posing
each ear at frame 1. This allows you to rotate Ollie’s left ear down,
matching his character design, and simulate it from that position.
Keyframing each ear after frame 1 (with each FK Blend set at 0) will have
no effect on the simulation.
To make sure that the simulation plays back correctly:
1.) Right-click on your Time Slider
2.) Put your cursor over Playback Speed
3.) Set it to Play Every Frame, Max Real-time
Ollie’s dynamic ears, as with everything built from
Maya’s nDynamics, calculate each frame based on the
previous frame. This ensures that Maya does not skip
any frames when playing back your animation.
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Dynamic Attributes

Deﬁnition

Start Curve Attract

Determines the attraction amount of the current joint position to
the start position. When it is set to 1, there is 100% attraction to the
start curve position. This attribute is useful for making an ear more
stiff while still following the rest of its dynamic properties.

Attraction Damp

Damps the effect of Start Curve Attract, decreasing the velocity of
the joints as they moves towards their start curves’ positions. When
it is set to 1, the motion of the joints moving towards their start
curves is fully damped. This is useful when you want to lessen an
ear’s springiness.

Damp

Dampens the relative shape change of individual joints, affecting
how an ear bends and stretches.

Drag

Simulates friction with the air, in addition to helping stabilize
the simulation. When it is set to 1, the ear behaves as if it has no
inertial motion or follow through.

Motion Drag

Determines how much an ear’s curves move with their follicles
and to what extent its shape can be inﬂuenced by other forces.
This lets you damp an ear’s excess movement, such as bobbing and
wiggling. When it is set to 1, an ear will move with its follicles,
appearing to drag the surrounding air with it.

Turbelence Strength

Increases the amount of force applied by turbulence.

Turbulence Frequency

Lowering this will make the turbulence vortices larger. This is a
spacial scale factor on the turbulence function and has no effect if
the Turbulence Strength is 0.

Turbulence Speed

The rate at which turbulence pattern changes over time.

Use this table as your guide for understanding the function of each dynamic attribute.

Reviewing Ollie’s Dynamic Ears Simulation
When you want to see how Ollie’s ears look in real-time, always go back to frame 1. Scrubbing
through the Time Slider will not give you an accurate representation of the simulation. In fact,
moving Ollie’s head controls (Ollie_Head_Ctrl, Ollie_Head_Top_Ctrl) or any of his FK torso
controls (Ollie_[Name]_FK_Ctrl) after frame 1 will cause the ears to appear as if they are stuck
in place. Rest assured, the ears will still move with the simulation once you playback from frame 1.
To check for any ear clipping or interpenetration, Step forward one frame at a time from frame 1.
Make sure to resolve any issues by adjusting the dynamic attributes and/or increasing each FK
Blend to reduce the percentage of the dynamic simulation. When you think you have the ears
looking nice, Playblast your animation for good measure.
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How Ollie’s ears look when grabbing the Head control
(Ollie_Head_Ctrl) on frame 25 with previous keyframes

How Ollie’s ears look after going back to frame 1 and
stepping forward all the way to the new key on frame 25

How To Use FK Blend with Dynamic Ears
If you wish to keyframe Ollie’s ears and mix them with the dynamic simulation, set the FK Blend
to 1 ﬁrst. This will override the simulation for the time being and allow you to move the ears
accurately as you scrub through the Time Slider and set keys. Once you’ve ﬁnished setting all your
keys, reduce the FK Blend to a desired percentage. From here, you can change the dynamic
attributes to compliment the motion of your keyframes. If you would rather not deal with Ollie’s
dynamic ears and prefer to keyframe animate, simply leave FK Blend set at 1.
Turning Dynamic Off will keep the ears stationary from their position at frame 1. Always leave
Dynamic On unless this this is the result you desire.

Animating Ollie’s Wrists
Animating Ollie’s wrists in IK can be rather tricky. I recommend
keeping the IK wrist controls (Ollie_L_Wrist_IK_Ctrl,
Ollie_R_Wrist_IK_Ctrl) below the shoulders to prevent overtwisting. You will also need to move each pole vector control
down to lower his elbows after placing his wrists. Lastly, I
recommend that you rotate each wrist control (for both FK and
IK) one axis at a time in order to avoid gimbal lock.

Conclusion
Thank you for taking the time to read this rig manual! I hope you feel more comfortable using
Ollie’s rig now. If you have any questions, comments, or concerns regarding the rig’s functionality,
do not hesitate to contact me. I am open to improving and updating Ollie to meet your needs as
an animator. Have fun animating!
~ Andrew Solari
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